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This is a New Podcast we just put in our Podcast Section.
Issues and Answers a Biblical Perspective- 1470 WPAO Radio 10/31/96: Lying Wonders with Bob Kaminski

Jim Cunningham with over 45 years of study and ministry on the subject of UFOs in the bible host " Issues and Answers a
Biblical Perspective". On this show he interviews Bob Kaminski on his book "Lying Wonders".
Another influential testimony has come from the author of Lying Wonders &ndash; Evil encounters of a close kind, the
late Robert J. Kaminski, a Boeing nuclear missile engineer who was responsible for the strip-down analysis of the Echo
Flight systems failure at Malmstrom Air Force Base in 1967. Ten nuclear missiles there went 'off alert', in a case that
offered no other possible explanation than the intervention by a UFO. Malmstrom has become in fact, and largely
through Kaminski's objective analysis, one of the best documented and most credible examples of a UFO incident on
record.

Lying Wonders

Finally, here is a book that offers timely and fascinating look into some of the strange happenings invading Christianity
today ! Bob Kaminski, a Catholic charismatic, explores the trendy new age paronormal experiences and UFO
phenomena with a unique and in-depth sight into the consiousness event he calls the Luciferic intiation.

At key moments in history, God provides extraordinary spiritual insight meant to alert mankind to destructive forces
engulfing His creation. We are now at that threshold in time where we can either respond to the warning of God's wisdom
or be drawn away by the allure of lying wonders spoken of in Paul's letter to the Thessalonians.

The old trickster, Lucifer, has left no stone unturned in this attempt to delude mankind into accepting that which is not
supported by God's Word. This book will inform the reader and challenge the "many paths to God" teachings espoused
by today's new age proponents. In addition, you will see the importance of protecting your mind from deceptive
awareness and higher level consciousness experieness-the popular rage.
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